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(57) Abstract

A wireless in-building telecommunications system for voice and data communications is disclosed having at least one node
(101) arranged for linking to the PSTN (151) and at least one digital information source (153, 155, 157, 159) multiplicity of user
modules (103) (UM's) linked to the node via a shared RF communications path (107). Each UM is coupled to a voice telephone
instrument (127) and to one or more data terminals (165). The UM's communicate with the node by exchanging fast packets via
the common RF path (107). The node also includes a fast-packet-swhched mechanism controlled by a bandwidth allocating
scheme to prevent collisions of packets as they are transmitted between the various units (101, 103) (nodes and/or user modules)
that may be accessing the RF path (107). Also disclosed is a method for allocating the required bandwidth to each of the users of
the common communications path in a wireless in-building telephone system. The invention provides for the combination of both
voice and data in a single switch using a common packet structure. It allows for the dynamic allocation of bandwidth based on
system loading. This includes not only bandwidth within the voice or data areas of the frame, but also between the voice and data
portions. It also synchronizes the transfer of the data and the allocation of bus bandwidth.
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WIRELESS IN-BUILDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

5 FOR VOICE AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS

Tfttthnical Field

10

This invention pertains to voice/data packet switches and, more

particularly, to a wireless in-building telecommunications system for

voice and data communications.

15

gankomiind of the Invention

Certain wireless communications systems have been known in the

prior art. Voice and data switches are known in the prior art. Packet

20 switching is also known. In the past, however, synchronization for the

control of the devices sending and receiving information packets in a

voice/data packet switch has been a problem. This problem has been

related to the problem of dynamically allocating the packet bandwidth

between the various peripheral devices attached to the switch for voice

25 information and data information. Another related factor has been the

architecture for the wireless switch. The architectures of past wireless

switches had a problem of dynamically allocating bandwidth, thus

resulting In the switch having a low switching capacity and throughput. In

PBX*s, it is because all data is switched byte-by-byte. In data packet

30 switches, it is a processor horsepower issue. These performance

problems become even more significant in the context of modern fast

packet protocols. It would be desirable, therefore, to provide a wireless

voice/data packet switch with an improved architecture.
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Key to this wireless packet switch architecture is a method for

allocating the required bandwidth to each of the users of the common
communications path. Previous systems did not allocate the bandwidth

on a need basis, but rather allocated the bandwidth at system start-up

5 without allowance for dynamic changes in response to changing traffic

needs.

For example, see Hewitt et al. t U. S. Patent 4,642,806, issued

2/10/87, entitled "Communications Network having a Single Node and a

Plurality of Outstations".

1 0 See, also, Eizenhoefer, U. S. Patent 4,754,453, issued 6/28/88,

entitled "Digital Radio Transmission System with a Connection-

Accompanying Organization Channel in the Time-Division Multiplex

Frame".

See, also, Allan et al. t U. S. Patent 4,759,017, issued 7/19/88,

1 5 entitled "Telecommunications Exchange Allocating Variable Channel

Bandwidth".

See, also, CaMgnac et aL, U. S. Patent 4,763,321, issued 8/9/88,

entitled "Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation Mechanism Between Circuit

Slots and Packet Bit Stream in a Communication Network".

20

Summary of the Invention

It is an object of the present invention, therefore, to provide a

25 wireless in-building telephone system for voice and data

communications. It is a further object of the present invention to provide

a method for allocating the required bandwidth to each of the users of the

common communications path in such a communication system.

Accordingly, a wireless in-building telecommunications system for

30 voice and data communications is disclosed having at least one node

arranged for coupling to the public switched telephone network (PSTN)

for voice and to a host computer and/or a local area (LAN) for data and a

multiplicity of user modules (UM's) linked to the node via a shared RF
communications path. According to the invention, the UM's communicate
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with the node by exchanging fast packets via the common RF path. Also,

the node includes a fast-packet-switched mechanism controlled by a

bandwidth-allocating scheme to prevent collisions of packets as they are

transmitted between the various units (nodes and/or user modules) that

5 may be accessing the RF path.

Also disclosed is a method for a wireless in-building

telecommunications system for voice and data communications,

according to the invention, for allocating the required bandwidth to each

of the users of the common communications path in a wireless fast

1 0 packet communications system.

A wireless in-building telecommunications system for voice and

data communications, according to the invention, provides for the

combination of both voice and data in a single switch using a common

packet structure. It allows for the dynamic allocation of bandwidth based

1 5 on system loading. This includes not only bandwidth within the voice or

data areas of the frame, but also between the voice and data portions. It

also synchronizes the transfer of the data and the allocation of bus

bandwidth.

20

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figs. 1 A - 1 E form a system block diagram of the node and user

module that depicts a first embodiment of a wireless in-building

25 telecommunications system for voice and data communications,

according to the invention.

Fig. 2 shows a frame for the first embodiment.

Fig. 3 shows the time slot arrangement within the frame.

Fig. 4 shows the contents within a time slot.

30 Fig. 5 shows a typical network topology for the first embodiment.
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Fig. 6 shows several bandwidth allocation schemes for the first

embodiment.

5 Detailed Description of the Invention

Figs. 1A - 1 E form a block diagram depicting a first embodiment of

a wireless in-building telecommunications system for voice and data

communications, according to the invention.

1 0 Referring now to Fig. 1A, there is shown a node 101 and a user

module (UM) 103. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that a

multiplicity of UM's may be used. However, for simplicity, only one is

shown in Fig. 1A.

Fig. 1B depicts the node 101 in greater detail.

15 Fig. 1C depicts the user module 1 03 in greater detail.

Returning now to Fig. 1 A, it is seen the node 101 is connected to a

multiplicity of interface units 141, 143, 145, 147, and 149 via fiber optic

link 161 . The interface unit 141 is a subscriber line interface unit

arranged to couple to the PSTN 151. The interface unit 143 is an

20 Ethernet interface unit arranged to couple to an Ethernet LAN 153. The

interface unit 145 is a Token Ring interface unit arranged to couple to a

Token Ring LAN 155. The interface unit 147 is a 3270 interface unit

arranged to couple to a 3270 controller 157. The interface unit 149 is a

character data interface unit arranged to couple to a host computer 1 59.

25 Fig. 1D depicts the subscriber line interface unit 141 in greater

detail.

Fig. 1E depicts the Ethernet/Token Ring/3270/Character Data

interface units 143, 145, 147, 149 in greater detail.
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The following is a description of the processing of the voice signal

from the PSTN 151 through the subscriber line interface unit, over the

fiber 161 through the node 101, over the RF channel 107 through the

user module 103 to the telephone 127.

5 Turning now to Fig. 1D, the voice input from the PSTN lines 151 A,

151B is filtered, compressed, and digitized by the subscriber line

interfaces 171, 173. The subscriber line interfaces 171, 173 form voice

packets, which include voice samples and line status, that are sent to the

packet switch 175 via the packet switch bus 177. The packet switch 1 75

1 0 will then place a modified voice packet on the packet switch bus 177 at

the appropriate time to send the packet to the fiber interface 179 and

therefore over the fiber 1 61

.

The software contained in the processor memory 183 is executed

by the control processor 181 to control all the functions of the subscriber

1 5 line interface unit 1 41

.

The human interface 185 provides an indication of the status of the

device.

Turning now to Fig, 1 B, the fiber interface 205 receives the voice

packet from the fiber 161 at the appropriate time and sends it to the

20 packet switch 1 1 1 via the packet switch bus 1 1 3. The packet switch 1 1

1

will then place a modified voice packet on the packet switch bus 1 13 at

the appropriate time to send the voice packet to the radio 1 1 5 and

therefore over the RF channel 107.

The software contained in the processor memory 121 is executed

25 by the control processor 1 35 to control all the functions of the node 1 01

.

The human interface 125 provides an indication of the status of the

device.

Turning now to Fig, 1C, the radio 211 receives the voice packet

from the RF channel 107 at the appropriate time and sends it to the
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packet switch 21 3 via the packet switch bus 207. The packet switch 21

3

will then place a modified voice packet on the packet switch bus 207 at

the appropriate time to send the voice packet to the phone interface 209.

The phone interface 209 will convert the packet from digital to analog,

5 expand and filter the signal and send it to the telephone 127.

The software contained in the processor memory 217 is executed

by the control processor 21 5 to control all the functions of the user

module 103.

The human interface 219 provides an indication of the status of the

1 0 device.

The processing of the voice signal from the telephone 127 to the

PSTN 151 occurs in much the same manner except in the opposite

direction.

Returning now to Fig. 1C, the phone interface 209 filters,

1 5 compresses, and digitizes the voice input from the telephone 127. The

phone interface 209 forms voice packets, which include voice samples

and line status, that are sent to the packet switch 213 via the packet

switch bus 207. The packet switch 213 will then place a modified voice

packet on the packet switch bus 207 at the appropriate time to send the

20 packet to the radio 21 1 and therefore over the RF channel 1 07.

Now returning to Fig, 1B, the radio 115 receives the voice packet

from the RF channel 107 at the appropriate time and sends it to the

packet switch 1 1 1 via the packet switch bus 113. The packet switch 1 1

1

will then place a modified voice packet on the packet switch bus 1 13 at

25 the appropriate time to send the voice packet to the fiber interface 205

and therefore over the fiber 1 61

.

Now returning to Fig. 1D, the fiber interface 179 receives the

voices packet from the fiber 161 at the appropriate time and sends it to

the packet switch 175 via the packet switch bus 177. The packet switch

30 175 will then place a modified voice packet on the packet switch bus 177
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at the appropriate time to send the voice packet to the appropriate

subscriber line interface 171,173. The subscriber line interface 171,173

will convert the packet from digital to analog, expand and filter the signal

and send it to the PSTN line 151 A, 151B.

5 Data is handled in much the same manner as voice. The following

is a description of the processing of data through the system.

Turning now to Fig 1E, data is received from the Ethernet LAN

153, token ring LAN 155, 3270 controller 157 or the host computer 159

via the data interface 201 . The data is sent to the control processor 1 95

1 0 via the processor bus 203. The control processor 195 will form packets

and send them to the packet switch 1 93 via the processor bus 203. The

packet switch 193 will then place the data packet on the packet switch

bus 189 at the appropriated time to send the packet to the fiber interface

1 91 and therefore over the fiber 161.

1 5 The software contained in the processor memory 1 97 is executed

by the control processor 195 to control all the functions of the Ethernet

interface unit 143, token ring interface unit 145, 3270 interface unit 147,

character data interface unit 1 49.

Returning to Fig, 1B, the fiber interface 205 receives the data

20 packet from the fiber 1 61 at the appropriate time and sends it to the

packet switch 1 1 1 via the packet switch bus 1 1 3. The packet switch 1 1

1

will then place a modified data packet on the packet switch bus 1 13 at

the appropriate time to send the data packet to the radio 115 and

therefore over the RF channel 107.

25 Returning to Fig. 1 C, the radio 21 1 receives the data packet from

the RF channel 107 at the appropriate time and sends it to the packet

switch 213 via the packet switch bus 207. The packet switch 213 will

then send the data packet to the control processor 215 via the processor

bus 225. The control processor will then send the data packet to the

30 appropriate interface, terminal interface 221 for character data or

LAN/3270 interface 223 for Ethernet, token ring, and 3270. The terminal
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interface 221 places the data on the terminal port 163 and therefore to

the terminal 165. The LAN/3270 interface 223 places the data on the

LAN port 167 and therefore to the personal computer/ 3270 terminal 169.

The processing of data from the user's terminal 1 65 , personal

5 computer / 3270 terminal 1 69 to the appropriate data interface unit, 1 43,

145, 147, 149 is handled in the same manner except in the opposite

direction.

Returning to Fig. 1C, the terminal interface 221 accepts data from

the terminal 165 via the terminal port 163 or the LAN/3270 interface 223

1 0 accepts data from the user's personal computer / 3270 terminal 1 69 via

the LAN port 1 67. The data is sent to the control processor 21 5 via the

processor bus 225. The control processor 215 will form packets and

send them to the packet switch 213 via the processor bus 225. The

packet switch 213 will then place the data packet on the packet switch

1 5 bus 207 at the appropriated time to send the packet to the radio 21 1 and

therefore over the RF channel 107.

Returning to Fig, 1 B, the radio 1 1 5 receives the data packet from

the RF channel 107 at the appropriate time and sends it to the packet

switch 1 1 1 via the packet switch bus 113. The packet switch 1 1 1 will

20 then place a modified data packet on the packet switch bus 1 13 at the

appropriate time to send the data packet to the fiber interface 205 and

therefore over the fiber 1 61

.

Returning to Fig. 1E, the fiber interface 191 receives the data

packet from the fiber 161 at the appropriate time and sends it to the

25 packet switch 1 93 via the packet switch bus 1 89. The packet switch 1 93

will then send the data packet to the control processor 195 via the

processor bus 203. The control processor will then send the data packet

to the data interface 201 via the processor bus 203. The data interface

201 places the data on the data port 153, 155, 157, or 159.

30 There will be a repetitive frame occurring periodically which

contains system control, voice and data packets necessary for the correct
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operation of the system. The frame shown in Fig. 2 is made up of a fixed

number of time slots. Fig. 3 shows how the time slots are divided into two

basic groups; node transmit and node receive. Each of these two groups

is further divided into three subgroups; control time slots, voice time slots,

5 and data time slots.

Each time slot has the same basic format shown in Fig. 4. A time

slot is divided into four parts: bus control, packet preamble, packet

header, and packet information. The voice, data or system control is

contained in the packet information portion.

1 0 This system allows for maximum spectral efficiency by allocating

the required bandwidth to each of the users of the common

communications path. As mentioned above, previous systems did not

allocate the bandwidth on a need bases, but rather allocated the

bandwidth at system start-up. As a result, this system takes advantage of

1 5 the fast packet switching technology that allows both circuit and non-

circuit connections to be made in the same system.

The control time slots are used for system control and bandwidth

allocation. When a user module or interface unit requires voice or data

bandwidth, it will use a predetermined control time slot to request

20 bandwidth from the node. The node will allocate the bandwidth, if

available, and notify the user module and interface unit of the bandwidth

allocation via a predetermined control time slot. The user module and

interface unit will use the bandwidth until it is no longer required. At that

point, the user module and/or the interface unit will use a predetermined

25 control time slot to send a de-allocation request to the node. The node

will use a predetermined control time slot to acknowledge the de-

allocation of the bandwidth to the user module and interface unit.

Fig. 5 shows a typical network topology 500 for the first

embodiment. There is shown a multiplicity (n) of nodes, Ni through Nn .

30 There is also shown a multiplicity (n) of user modules UMi through UMn .

The nodes communicating with each other and with the user modules on

a shared communications path via a fast-packet-switched mechanism,
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the fast-packet-switched mechanism being controlled by a bandwidth

allocation scheme preventing collision between the various units that

may be accessing the common communications path.

Fig. 6 illustrates multiple approaches 600 that can be used for

5 dividing (or allocating) the bandwidth for the system. These include:

- Reusing bandwidth allocation (601);

- Time slot assignment (603) and reuse of time slots (605);

- Carrier frequency assignment (607) and reuse of carrier

frequencies (609);

1 0 - Spread spectrum coding assignments (61 1) and reuse of spread

spectrum codings (613).

Reuse bandwidth allocation is described as follows:

As more bandwidth is required, the system can simply be

replicated with sufficient separation so as not to interfere with another

1 5 system.

Time slot assignment bandwidth allocation is described as follows:

In a fast packet communication system, the communications

channel is divided into frames. Each of these frames is a given length in

time. Each frame is broken into time slots. Each of these time slots

20 contains a packet of information. This is shown in Fig. 2. All time slots

are available for use by any node or module requesting bandwidth. This

request can be for either voice or data information transfer.

Using a time division multiple access (TDMA) scheme, the frame is

divided into sections (groups of time slots), one transmit and one receive

25 for the nodes. The nodes use their allocated portion of the frame to

communicate with user modules and other nodes. As a node's

requirement for bandwidth changes, its portion of the frame will increase

or decrease as required. This change of the frame (time slot) allocation

requires coordination between all of the nodes.

30 When a request is made for voice information transfer, a time slot

is allocated for the duration of the call - this is known as a "circuit

switched path". When a request is made for data information transfer, a
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time slot is allocated for a single frame or group of frames -- this is known

as a "packet switched path".

When a module requires bandwidth, a time slot or group of time

slots is assigned to that module for its use. When the module no longer

5 requires the allocated bandwidth, the time slots are "freed-up" and are

available for use by the next module requesting bandwidth.

Reuse of time slots allocation is described as follows:

In the system shown in Fig. 5, time slots can be reused if a pair of

devices (module-node or node-node) are located so that they do not

1 0 interfere with another pair of devices using the same time slot in the

same frame on the same communications channel.

Carrier frequency assignment bandwidth allocation is described

as follows:

In the system shown in Fig. 5, as more bandwidth is required than

1 5 a single carrier frequency can provide, node(s) and/or module(s) can use

another carrier frequency for communications. All earner frequencies

have the same basic frame structure.

Reuse of carrier frequencies is described as follows:

A carrier frequency can be reused if it does not interfere with

20 another group of node(s) or modulefs) using the same carrier frequency.

Spread spectrum coding assignment bandwidth allocation is

described as follows:

In the system shown in Fig. 5, as more bandwidth is required a

different code (for direct sequence systems) or hoping sequences (for

25 frequency hoping systems) can be used for communications between

node(s) and/or module(s).

Reuse of spread spectrum codings is described as follows:

A code (for direct sequence systems) or hoping sequence (for

frequency hoping systems) can be reused if it does not interfere with

30 another group of node(s) - module(s) using the same code or hoping

sequence.
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While various embodiments of a wireless in-building

telecommunications system for voice and data communications,

according to the present invention, have been described hereinabove,

5 the scope of the invention is defined by the following claims.
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What is claimed is:

Claims :

5

1 . A wireless in-building telecommunications system for voice and

data communications comprising:

at least one node;

at least one user module;

1 0 said at least one node having voice interface means for coupling

voice signals to the public switched telephone network (PSTN), and at

least one data interface means for coupling data signals to at least one

digital information source;

said at least one user module having voice interface means for

1 5 coupling voice signals to a telephone instrument means, and at least one

data interface means for coupling data signals to at least one digital

information terminal;

said at least one node communicating with said at least one user

module via a shared RF communications path via a fast-packet switching

20 mechanism, said mechanism being controlled by a bandwidth allocating

scheme preventing collision between the various units (nodes and/or

user modules) that may be accessing said common communication path.
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2. A wireless in-building telecommunications system for voice and

data communications comprising:

at least one node;

at least one user module;

5 said at least one node having at least one data interface means for

coupling data signals to at least one digital information source;

said at least one user module having at least one data interface

means for coupling data signals to at least one digital information

terminal;

1 0 said at least one node communicating with said at least one user

module via a shared RF communications path via a fast-packet switching

mechanism, said mechanism being controlled by a bandwidth allocating

scheme preventing collision between the various units (nodes and/or

user modules) that may be accessing said common communication path.

15

3. A wireless in-building telecommunications system for voice and

data communications comprising:

at least one node;

20 at least one user module;

said at least one node communicating with said at least one user

module via a shared RF communications path via a fast-packet-switched

mechanism, said mechanism being controlled by a bandwidth allocating

scheme preventing collision between the various units (nodes and/or

25 user modules) that may be accessing said common communication path;

said at least one node having means for coupling to the public

switched telephone network (PSTN).
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4. A wireless in-building telecommunications system for voice and

data communications comprising:

at least one node;

at least one user module;

5 said at least one node having voice interface means for coupling

voice signals to the PSTN, and at least one data interface means for

coupling data signals to at least one digital information source such as,

for instance, an Ethernet-type local area network (LAN), a Token Ring-

type LAN, a 3270 controller, or a host computer;

1 0 said at least one user module having voice interface means for

coupling voice signals to a telephone instrument means, and at least one

data interface means for coupling data signals to at least one digital

information terminal such as, for instance, a personal computer, a 3270-

type terminal, or an RS232-type terminal;

1 5 at least one shared RF communications path coupling said user

module and said node;

said at least one user module communicating with said PSTN by

exchanging fast packets with said node, said node switching said fast

packets via a fast-packet-switched mechanism, said mechanism being

20 controlled by a bandwidth allocating scheme preventing collision

between the various units (nodes and/or user modules) that may be

accessing said common communication path.
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5. In a wireless in-building telecommunications system for voice and

data communications and having at least one node having voice

interface means for coupling voice signals to the PSTN, and having at

least one data interface means for coupling data signals to at least one

5 digital information source, a plurality of user modules having voice

interface means for coupling voice signals to a telephone instrument

means and at least one data interface means for coupling data signals to

at least one digital information terminal, and at least one shared RF
communications path having a capacity, a method for said node

1 0 supporting at least one voice and data communications session between

at least one digital information terminal and at least one digital

information source, comprising the steps of:

(a) supporting at least one link to at least one digital

information source, and supporting at least one link to the PSTN;
1 5 (b) exchanging fast packets with said user module via said at

least one shared RF communications path;

(c) preventing collisions of said fast packets as they are

exchanged with said user modules; and,

(d) switching said fast packets.

20

6. A wireless in-building telecommunications system for voice and
data communications comprising:

at least one node arranged for coupling to the PSTN;
25 at least one user module;

said at least one node communicating with said at least one user

module via a shared RF communications path via a fast-packet-switched

mechanism, said mechanism being controlled by a bandwidth allocating

scheme preventing collision between the various units (nodes and/or

30 user modules) that may be accessing said common communication path.
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7. In a wireless in-building telecommunications system for voice and

data communications and having at least one node having voice

interface means for coupling voice signals to the PSTN and having at

least one data interface means for coupling data signals to at least one

5 digital information source, a plurality of user modules having voice

interface means for coupling voice signals to a telephone instrument

means and at least one data interface means for coupling data signals to

at least one digital information terminal, and at least one shared RF

communications path having a capacity, a method for dividing or

1 0 allocating the bandwidth among said user modules, said method

comprising the steps of:

reusing said bandwidth;

assigning time slots and reusing said time slots;

assigning carrier frequencies and reusing said carrier frequencies;

1 5 and,

assigning spread spectrum coding and reusing said spread

spectrum coding.

20 8. A wireless in-building telecommunications system for voice and

data communications and having at least one node having voice

interface means for coupling voice signals to the PSTN and having at

least one data interface means for coupling data signals to at least one

digital information source and having allocating means for dividing or

25 allocating the bandwidth, said allocating means comprising:

bandwidth means for reusing said bandwidth;

time slot means for assigning time slots and reusing said time

slots;

carrier frequency means for assigning carrier frequencies and

30 reusing said carrier frequencies; and,

spread spectrum means for assigning spread spectrum coding

and reusing said spread spectrum coding.
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9. A wireless in-building telecommunications system for voice and

data communications comprising:

at least one node;

at least one user module;

5 said at least one node having voice interface means for coupling

voice signals to the public switched telephone network (PSTN), and at

least one data interface means for coupling data signals to at least one

digital information source;

said at least one user module having voice interface means for

1 0 coupling voice signals to a telephone instrument means, and at least one

data interface means for coupling data signals to at least one digital

information terminal;

at least one shared RF communications path, each path having a

capacity;

1 5 said at least one node having:

fast-packet switching means for exchanging fast packets with said

user modules via said at least one shared RF communications path;

allocating means for allocating the capacity of each RF
communications path amongst said user modules; and,

20 collision preventing means for preventing collision of the fast

packets as they are exchanged between said user modules.
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